An Individual eLearning Subscription allows you to choose from over 15 self-paced courses, with unlimited access for 12 months, at a member rate of $495 and a nonmember rate of $645.

Organization eLearning Subscriptions are also available at a further discounted rate when purchased for ten or more individuals at once.

**Subscription Course List**  
*as of February 24, 2020*

**DISTRIBUTION**

**Backflow I (Prevention and Cross-Connection Control)** .2 CEUs EL227  
*Introduces learners to the concept of a backflow on potable water system (PWS) and recognize backflow issues.*

**Fire Hydrant Basics for Pressurized Water Systems** .1 CEUs EL208  
*Fire hydrants are one of the many appurtenances on the water distribution system. We will cover the two different types of hydrants, how each one is utilized, and importance of the fire hydrants and their placement.*

**Sewer Collection Piping Systems and Appurtenances** .2 CEUs EL209  
*Take this course and discover how sanitary sewers and the provision of potable water supplies are an area that separate North America and Western Europe from the rest of the world. Learn about types of pipes used and appropriate pipe applications.*

**INFRASTRUCTURE (AWIA)**

**Facilitating Compliance with America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018** .1 CEU EL260  
*This course defines the AWIA requirements for community water systems and introduces all utilities to the standards and resources designed to improve resiliency and manage risks for all-hazards.*
MANAGEMENT

Introduction to the Utility .6 CEUs EL148
Through this course students will learn utility operations as a whole, focusing on water and sewer system.

Basic Supervision .6 CEUs EL149
This is a look at basic supervision with a focus on roles of the supervisor and supervisory functions.

Facilitating Compliance with America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 .1 CEU EL260
This course defines the AWIA requirements for community water systems and introduces all utilities to the standards and resources designed to improve resiliency and manage risks for all-hazards.

Management Responsibilities .6 CEUs EL151
Management Responsibilities teaches key management functions, how to work with a governing board with a focus on dealing with conflicts and interpersonal relationship skills.

Management Styles .6 CEUs EL152
This course teaches the different management styles and looks at how supervisors and managers develop their skill set and workforce to improve productivity while reducing public risk.

Physical Infrastructure Management .6 CEUs EL154
This course summarizes the basic utility process (water treatment, distribution, sewer collections) and the incorporated assets.

Water Supplies and Demand Management .6 CEUs EL155
This course describes various surface and groundwater sources and the limits for a source with a discussion of water demand projections and demand management strategies.

Establishing Leadership in the Organization .6 CEUs EL156
This course outlines what leadership is, how it is manifested, and how leaders help their organizations.

Planning the Utility .6 CEUs EL157
This course outlines the different types of plans that utilities may use and why a vision is important. Includes a module on the importance of communicating with the public and how to develop useful presentations.

Building the Utility .6 CEUs EL158
This course outlines design consultant selection, types of bidding processes, the construction process and building green.

Financing the Utility .6 CEUs EL159
This course outlines the financing of utilities from a management and supervision perspective including how fees should be developed, how capital may be funded, and what impacts are and may be used.
MATH & SCIENCE

Basic Math I and Chemistry I .2 CEUs EL228

This course will provide the basics of math and chemistry for a better understanding in treating water along with a basic understanding of applied chemical principles.

WATER QUALITY & TREATMENT

Membrane Processes .2 CEUs EL229

This course provides a basic understanding of membranes. Membranes have many useful purposes and come in different sizes.

To purchase an Individual Subscription, visit awwa.org/eLearning to purchase online.

To purchase an Organization Subscription, visit awwa.org/eLearning to complete and submit the Organization Order Form.

For all inquires please contact EducationServices@awwa.org